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 ■ Event More comfort, more security, modern design, 
high efficiency – manufacturers of aluminium windows 
and doors around the world are working on continuously 
developing their products. Roto Aluvision is always there 
for you. At the BAU 2019 trade fair, many exhibits and new 
products proved this. One of these exhibits, for example, 
showed how a new lockable opening restrictor for 
Turn-Only sashes works. Visitors were given plenty to  
talk about by this opening restrictor and other examples 
of hardware configurations that Roto custom-developed  
for renowned facade manufacturers. 

Jordi Nadal, Managing Director of Aluvision Europe, America, 
Middle East and Africa, described the concept behind the trade 
fair stand as follows: “Roto supports pioneering projects by trend-
setting architects around the world. We presented some project 
solutions from this work in Munich.” As before, the varied and 
high-quality Roto AL and Roto AL Designo standard product 
 ranges played a crucial part in the development of these solutions. 

Variety and individuality 
“BAU offered us the perfect opportunity to present solutions  
for international markets centrally at a single trade fair stand,  
as many specialist planners from all over the world come to 
 Munich,” continues Nadal. Innovative solutions for ventilation 
flaps with different opening types developed for high-rise 
 facades in Germany and the United Kingdom attracted a great 
deal of interest, for example. “At BAU, we also presented a new 
sliding solution and a hardware configuration in windows that 
are flush with the surface, which are in high demand in South 
America.” As a recognised hardware expert, Roto is familiar with 
the requirements of various architectural styles and markets.  
As in previous years, this variety was successfully demonstrated 
at Roto’s trade fair stand, which received a lot of visitors. 

On the pulse of architecture
Stefano Gianfreda, Head of Regional Customers and Markets for 
Europe, the Middle East and Africa, is also pleased that “Roto is 
well-established in the minds of many metal constructors and 
 facade designers. We have our finger on the pulse of glass and 
aluminium architecture at BAU and will dive into many interesting 
projects straight after the trade fair. This shows there are a lot of 
exciting things in store for my colleagues and me even after BAU.”

Roto Aluvision is also providing new impetus in 2019 in the 
standard range for users of Roto hardware from the Door, 
 Sliding and Tilt&Turn product ranges. In Munich, people who 
work with Roto Patio Inowa sliding hardware were able to see 
new security strikers for the mullion, for example, which enable 
compliance with resistance class RC 2. Innovative, pre-clamp able 
security strikers were presented for the Roto AL and Roto AL  
Designo hardware product ranges. New door hinges for main 
entrance and back doors in certified Roto quality are available  
in the form of Roto Solid C and Roto Solid B.

The experts

Roto Aluvision  
at the BAU 2019 
trade fair

RC 2 with Roto:  
Securing sliding systems 
mechanically

 ■ Sliding
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In conversation

 |  An interview with the sole director  

of Roto Frank Holding AG,  

Dr Eckhard Keill

Roto Inside: Dr Keill, in 2018, Roto’s turnover grew 
by around 5% across all markets and business areas 
 compared to the previous year. Do you consider this 
to be a satisfactory result?

Dr Keill: Yes, I think this result is satisfactory. But, unfortu-
nately, it is also an indication that strong political influences  
are  having a noticeable impact on the global economy and the 
 national economies of individual countries. This is because 
 manufacturers of windows and doors would actually have  
been able to achieve a lot more in many markets if the politics 
there had not caused economic problems and a downturn in  
the construction industry. 

For instance, the Russian market suffered from the effects 
of the embargo in 2018 as well. For the window industry, this 
means a contraction of almost 10%. In Turkey, the market 
 dramatically collapsed in the third quarter. The Brazilian market 

is still not showing any signs of recovery. You know what is 
 happening in politics in these countries from the daily news. 
Nowadays, politics is having a much greater influence on the 
economy than a few years ago. This makes predictions virtually 
impossible. 

Roto Inside: But it still seems as though these negative 
 developments did not fully impact Roto.

Dr Keill: At least not in all countries necessarily. Most of Roto’s 
national subsidiaries actually managed to show better devel-
opment than the market average. Good performance makes 
this possible. This is why Roto will continue to improve this 
 performance in 2019. Between 2018 and 2020, Roto will invest 
tens of millions of euros in factories and production capacity, 
as well as in labour. In difficult times and markets, we would 
like to break away from a weak economy together with our 
customers.

Roto Inside: What is the focus of the investments?

Dr Keill: It goes without saying that we are concentrating on 
the resources for Roto NX. This year, Roto is investing around 
40% more in expanding Roto NX capacity than was planned at 
the end of 2017. This investment lays the foundations for offering 
more customers the possibility of switching to this Tilt&Turn 
product range promptly, like they requested. Roto NX is the 
 response to many current challenges. Roto NX users can 
 effortlessly meet high requirements for design, window size 
and therefore also window weight. There is also a demand 
for greater burglary protection, even in the standard version. 

 |  Now even safer to work with:  

Roto AL hinge side 

 |  Roto AL, even for heavy weights: surface-mounted hinge sides  

for sashes weighing 160, 200 and 300 kg 

 |  Suitable for universal use even in heavy standard and 

security windows with “Euro-groove” profile system:  

the new corner drive in the Roto AL hardware system

We need extremely economical production processes for 
 manufacturing windows. Roto NX offers many innovations to 
help with this, too. We underestimated the extent to which 
these issues were occupying the minds of window and 
door manufacturers, and how great the success of the new 
Tilt&Turn range would therefore be ad hoc.

Roto Inside: Are you counting on significant changes 
in  international markets this year?

Dr Keill: It’s impossible to “count on” anything any more in 
many markets in 2019. There are too many political uncer-
tainties. As a company operating on a global level, Roto will, 
 how ever, exploit opportunities in markets showing positive 
signs: North America, Canada, South America (except Brazil),  
Western Europe before Brexit, Southern and Eastern Europe.

Roto Inside: Roto has been operating for the longest 
 period of time in Germany and neighbouring countries. 
In your opinion, what direction is window and door 
 production in these countries heading in?

Dr Keill: I think it’s quite clearly heading towards services.  
In mature markets, people no longer buy just a window but a 
solution for defined requirements relating to security, comfort 
and design. What matters now is selling a package with added 
value, which we offer as an industry, to customers as appropriate, 
i.e. for a fair price. As that is what we need. The only way we  
are able to invest in technology that safeguards the future  
of our industry is on the basis of a good revenue situation.

 &    Heavy aluminium windows? You can find more information 
about safe solutions with Roto AL here:  
 
www.roto-frank.com/en/roto-al

Roto AL for standard and security windows up to RC 3

Safe, even for heavy sashes 
 ■ Aluminium For years now, the Roto AL hardware system has been many manufacturers’ “first choice” for aluminium windows and 

balcony doors up to 130 kg because Roto AL makes it possible to produce various standard and security windows up to RC 3 while 
 using a large number of identical parts. Further developments to the surface-mounted hinge sides in the high weight segments have 
made the system even more reliable to work with, and it can now be used for sashes with weights of 160, 200 and 300 kg. 

Switching the screw drives over to hexalobular 
socket screwdrivers and a universal, plug-in 
corner drive quantifiably facilitate and acceler-
ate window production. The hardware system 
is extended with the addition of optimally 
 coordinated partly preassembled connecting 
rods and positioning jigs. Another new feature 
in the system is the sash stay 640 with a tilt 
distance of 190 mm for Tilt&Turn windows  
up to 200 kg.

Sash height of up to 3,000 mm as standard 
With the launch of the further developed  
surface-mounted hinge side for heavy sashes 
and the new Roto AL central locking system  
for the “Euro-groove” profile system, the cost  
and time involved in production is reduced for 
 metal  constructors and window manufacturers,  
while their offer is extended at the same time. 
The system can now be used to manufacture 
even extremely large or tall Tilt&Turn windows 
up to 200 kg and very tall Turn-Only windows 
up to 300 kg. Sash heights of up to 3,000 mm 
weighing 200 and 300 kg can be produced as 
standard with the Roto AL hinge sides. 

Faster installation with ease 
The screw drives for the new surface-mounted 
hinge side for heavy-duty hardware have been 
switched over to hexalobular socket screw driver 
25, while those for the associated central  
locking system now use hexalobular socket 
screwdriver 10 for all clampable frame compo-
nents and piercing screws. This achieves the 
required torques both reliably and effortlessly. 
Installation is easier, takes less time and requires 
less effort. As a result, window manufacturers 
benefit from lower production costs and con-
sistently high-quality workmanship. 

Tool-free installation of the corner drive
The Roto AL plug-in corner drive, which can  
be used universally for all standard and secu-
rity windows up to RC 3, is another feature 
which simplifies production. This has already 
proven to be successful in the Roto AL and 
Roto AL Designo product ranges. Now it has 
been slightly modified once again so that it is 
also suitable for use together with heavy-duty 
hinges. The Roto AL corner drive is secured 
without the need for tools using an insertable 
clamping fork. At the same time, striker “A” is 
no longer required. This also speeds up pro-
cessing and leads to a quantifiable reduction 
in production costs.

http://www.roto-frank.com/en/roto-al
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“We are pleased to be able to offer a truly im-
pressive hardware solution for heavy Tilt&Turn 
balcony doors with Roto NX,” explains Andreas 
Eilmes. “A zero-barrier system in resistance 
classes RC 2N and RC 2 can be produced 
thanks to the new pivot rest. Firstly, this does 
not depend on the ground structure and, 
 secondly, this is possible even in the standard 
 version up to a sash weight of 130 kg, even 
with heavy glass. With its load bearing capac-
ity of 150 kg, the hinge side P also provides 
greater flexibility for window manufacturers 
here.”

Not dependent on the ground structure 
Since the pivot rest in the Roto NX hinge side  
remains fully above the ground, the floorer 
can easily work right up to the zero-barrier 
threshold. It is also possible to produce 
Turn-Only and Tilt&Turn balcony doors and 
double- sashed solutions with floating mullion. 
Thanks to its minimal depth, Roto NX can 

 ■ Tilt&Turn In many places, it is still far too easy for burglars to enter homes through balcony or terrace doors. This is why, in  
addition to burglar-inhibiting hardware, window manufacturers often also recommend that customers use burglary-proof glass at 
this “sensitive point” in the building envelope. “Although this is understandable and useful, it poses a challenge for the hardware,” 
states Andreas Eilmes from the Product Adaptation and Range Marketing team. “Safety glass makes the sash heavy, while the  
increasing use of zero-barrier thresholds entails additional requirements.” Together with system providers, however, Roto has  
already found some safe solutions for balcony doors with PVC profiles. 

also be combined with profiles which cater to 
the current design trend with extremely sleek 
views. 

Strong for greater security
With the handle in the closed position, the 
push-back safeguarded claw which comes as 
standard in the Roto NX reliably blocks any 
movement of the hardware. This means that 
balcony and terrace doors in resistance class  
RC 2N and RC 2 can also be produced. “We 
have now tested PVC balcony doors from our 
partners Veka and Profine with zero-barrier 
thresholds, the standard hardware and only 
eight mushroom cams,” reports Christoph 
Rüth, Roto Lean specialist from the German 
market, who was involved in development. 
“The result impressed everyone.” 

Eilmes is convinced that these tests took place 
at just the right time: “An increasing number of 
tenders are quite clearly calling for zero-barrier 

solutions, while virtually barrier-free thresholds 
up to 20 mm, which were previously accept-
able, are no longer sufficient. At the same time, 
however, resistance class RC 2, or RC 2N as a 
minimum, is also required.” This is why further 
tests with system providers are planned.

Push-back safeguard up to 300 kg
The Roto NX hook has also been tested as an 
individual component. Eilmes recalls: “Although 
it was designed to be push-back safeguarded, 
we wanted to know the exact mechanical loads 
that the new claw can withstand. This is why it 
was tested with 3 kN as an individual compo-
nent. The tests proved that it offers a push-back 
safeguard up to 300 kg.” 

Maximum corrosion protection and  
tested continuous operation
Roto NX offers maximum corrosion protection 
with the Roto Sil Level 6 surface. Functional 
safety and burglary resistance are therefore also 
permanently guaranteed for a balcony door 
with this hardware thanks to the high material 
quality. “It goes without saying that the hinge 
side P meets the requirements of DIN 1326-8,” 
states Eilmes. “Manufacturers of PVC windows 
can therefore use our new Roto NX Tilt&Turn 
hardware range to develop truly temporary and 
high-quality balcony and terrace doors.”

 |  Minimal depth: Roto NX for balcony and terrace doors with particularly sleek profile views. It is possible to produce Turn-Only and Tilt&Turn balcony doors and double-sashed 

solutions with floating mullion.

 |  Test passed: PVC balcony doors  

with zero-barrier threshold from Veka

 |  Fully above the ground: the pivot rest  

in the Roto NX hinge side P 

 |  The Roto NX claw offers a push-back  

safeguard up to 300 kg.

 &    Zero-barrier balcony doors with driving rain impermeability 

are produced with this Roto system solution:  
 
www.roto-frank.com/en/roto-nx/zero-barrier

Successfully tested with common thresholds

Roto NX zero-barrier Tilt&Turn doors in RC 2 
up to a sash weight of 150 kg

https://ftt.roto-frank.com/en/products/product-view/detail/roto-nx/zero-barrier/
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Alutech Group, Russia

International growth with Roto
 ■ Aluminium At the BAU 2019 trade fair, aluminium professionals found the Alutech 

Group’s stand right next to Roto. This year in Munich, the Alutech Group presented its 
systems for window and facade construction for the second time. BAU 2017 marked the 
beginning of an active exchange between engineers and managers at the Alutech Group 
and Roto. Promising collaboration was then established at the end of 2018, reports 
Sergey Iwanowitsch Sowetnikov, factory manager of the Alumin Techno factory in 
Minsk.

Roto Inside: Mr Sowetnikov, this year 
Alutech presented systems at BAU for the 
second time, and you produce the profiles 
for these systems in the Alumin Techno 
factory. What experience did you have at 
the 2017 trade fair that motivated you to 
return to Munich? 

Sowetnikov: In 2017, Alutech managed to 
draw a lot of attention to itself. At that time,  
we were able to make many new contacts 
which went on to result in beneficial business 
relationships. This encouraged the manage-
ment to take further measures to foster contact 
with European architects and facade construc-
tors. This is why our stand at this year’s trade 
fair was twice as big. Incidentally, BAU also  
attracts many visitors from Asia – Alutech 
would like to grow in this market just as much 
as in Western Europe. 

Roto Inside: Alutech has been selling profile 
systems for the facade and fenestration 
industry since 2004. They are produced 
in the Alumin Techno factory in Minsk. 
How has this business developed in the 
15 years since the factory was founded?

Sowetnikov: The Alutech Group is growing 
continuously, is in a good economic situation 
and we are able to constantly invest in new 
production capacity. In 2013, the company 
managed to increase its production capacity 
for extruded aluminium profiles from Alumin 
Techno by 80%. Back then, four new produc-
tion areas were set up for extruded profile 
 production, fully automated anodising and 
painting of profiles and a modern packaging 
system. Nowadays, we produce profiles on 
six lines. In 2015, Alumin Techno achieved a 
production volume of 75,000 tonnes for the 
first time. 

Roto Inside: Your collaboration with Roto  
is still at an early stage. What convinced 
the management of the Alutech Group  
to choose Roto as a partner?

Sowetnikov: Firstly, the high quality of the 
hardware. The engineers in our test centre 
were very pleased with the results of the many 
tests they performed. Our salespeople praised 
the good price/performance ratio offered by 

Roto AL and Roto Patio Alversa. This is also 
 important because Alumin Techno currently 
generates 90% of its turnover in the markets  
in the Russian Federation, Belarus and the 
Ukraine. Customers there are aware of price 
yet conscious of quality.
 
Roto Inside: There have been reports that the 
Alutech Group would like to increasingly 
focus on new markets in the coming years. 
What role did this play in your decision 
to choose Roto?

Sowetnikov: A major role, in fact. Roto helps 
Alumin Techno understand the particular  
characteristics of individual countries and  
markets. We also know that we can rely on  
the application engineers in the Roto Aluvision 
team to develop special solutions for projects 
as quickly as possible. This helps us build new 
customer relationships. We involve Roto in 
product  development and are happy with the 
successful collaboration between the Roto 
specialists and our engineers. During BAU, 
Roto provided detailed information to around 
120 engineers and guests from our company. 
This type of dedication is important to us.

Roto Inside: The Alutech Group has grown 
dramatically over the last 20 years. Which 
objectives will you pursue over the coming 
decade?

Sowetnikov: Nowadays, Alutech Group 
 products are sold in more than 65 countries. 
The product range is growing from year to year. 
Our engineers tackle even extremely complex 
tasks for major projects. All subsidiaries adapt 
flexibly to customer needs and the require-
ments of specific markets. This also makes 
Roto a good match for Alutech. Both compa-
nies have a strong focus on their customers, 
which is what makes them successful. Alumin 
Techno is currently working on systems for the 
African continent, for example. The  expertise 
that Roto can contribute to this is  extremely 
welcome. If you asked me today about the  
objectives for the next 10 years, I would say 
that we want to replicate in new markets what 
has made us so successful in our core markets: 
meeting customer requirements and impressing 
with quality.

 |  At BAU in 2019 for the second 

time: Alutech in Hall C1

 |  Alutech presented around 30 sample systems for the facade and fenestration industry at BAU 2019. 

 |  The Alumin Techno factory in Minsk delivers to customers in the countries of the CIS, Europe, Africa, Australia 

and America. The profiles are manufactured in accordance with DIN 17615, EN 755-1, EN 755-2 and EN 12020. 

Swiss Qualicoat/Seaside and Qualanod certificates are testament to the quality of the coating.

 |  Dr Eckhard Keill, sole director  

of Roto Frank Holding AG (front 

 centre), also warmly welcomed 

the guests to the stand. Sergey 

Iwanowitsch Sowetnikov (second 

row, to the left of Dr Keill), factory 

manager of the Alumin Techno 

factory in Minsk, attended meet-

ings with representatives from 

Roto Russia and Roto Aluvision 

teams accompanied by five 

 colleagues. 
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 ■ Roto E-Tec Around the world, windows are equipped 
with contact elements from Roto’s MVS system which  
can be integrated in a cable-based monitoring system. 
Josko Fenster und Türen GmbH from Kopfing in Austria 
also uses the MVS system. “Many windows that leave  
our factory are electronically monitored after they are 
 installed,”  reports Thomas Reibe.

He is in charge of the development department and product  
management at the renowned company. “It simply gives people 
peace of mind when they can check on the go that all windows 
are closed or when an alarm system is triggered in the event  
of forced entry. And Josko in fact is partly responsible for this  
because we train our sales partners in how to actively sell  
security technology for windows.” 

In close contact with architects
Almost 15% of the windows produced annually by Josko are 
 already equipped with MVS sensors. “When we started working 
with Roto, this issue was less important. But demand has in-
creased dramatically within the last five years.” The use of tilt 
strikers with integrated MVS sensors does not result in any 
 notable increase in complexity or costs in window production.  
As a window manufacturer, however, we depend on the architect 
or project manager collaborating closely with the alarm system 
producer for planning and implementation, explains Reibe. “Here, 
we benefit from the close contact between our sales partners 
and the design engineers in their region. If a high-quality property  
is being planned, architects know that they should speak to their 
Josko partner at an early stage.” 

Integrated sensors for flexibility
Thanks to the concealed placement of the sensors in the tilt 
 strikers, it is possible to flexibly adapt the remaining window 
hardware to other customer requirements. No matter how many 
additional locking points are installed or whether a lockable geared- 
handle is used, the sensors are always integrated in the same 
way. All manufacturers working with a Roto Tilt&Turn or sliding 
hardware range can use MVS contact elements. The VdS-certi-
fied contact elements are available as combined locking and 
opening monitoring (VdS no. G 102512 VdS Grade B), locking 
monitoring (VdS no. G 102038 VdS Grade C) and EN 50131-2 
Grade 2 (VdS no. G 102512) ANPI (B-659-0002). 

Proven and certified
According to Reibe, there are few indications at present that 
 windows will soon by monitored by radio-based systems on a 
large scale: “In my opinion, cable-based solutions will remain 
dominant for a while yet because the radio-based systems are 
 unfortunately not yet smart enough and are only attractive for  
a very small group of customers. In any case, anyone who has  
to or wants to prove to their insurance company that they have 
installed certified security technology will stick with cable-based 
solutions for now. Radio-based monitoring makes sense, how ever, 
when this is not required and where retrofitting work is  being  
carried out.”

Electronic monitoring of windows

Josko systematically 
safeguards homes

Roto Lean organisational consulting

Kovinoplast is getting ready for the future
 ■ Business Kovinoplast from Herzegovina has been successfully collaborating with Roto for almost 20 years. 

Last year, its founders asked the Roto Lean team to address an important issue: how do hardware dealers have 
to be organised nowadays so that they can continue to meet the demands of modern window manufacturers  
in future? The Roto Lean consultancy package M was called for. This comprised organisational analysis and a 
workshop for optimising workflows within the company. Shortly after preliminary talks at Fensterbau Frontale 
in March 2018, Kovinoplast opted in favour of this range of consultancy services, which the company considers 
to be promising.

“A company that is successfully established on the market 
should, if necessary, be able to operate sustainably and without 
difficulty even in the absence of the founders and owners,” 
 explains 63-year-old partner Blago Kvesić. To ensure this, in 
2018 we once again wanted to call on the support of a neutral 
observer to establish whether Kovinoplast is in a good position 
in this regard. As a result, Roto Lean manager Sándor Tar from 
Hungary visited the company several times from May 2018 
 onwards. The status of the company was ascertained through 
discussions with all employees in order to then describe the pro-
cesses and organisation involved in logistics. The consultation 
resulted in recommendations for efficient distribution of work 
within the team and for employee training on specific topics 
 relating to self-organisation and participating in discussions.

Stronger and more successful
Business Area Manager Martin Graé is pleased with the recent 
close collaboration: “We consider it to be real proof of trust that 
Kovinoplast has not only arranged for us to provide a Roto Lean 
consultancy package and Roto Lean training at the company, 
but also sales training at Roto’s Lövő site.” The investors are 
certain that, by April 2019, the consultancy and training will 
have made their team stronger and more successful.

For Blago Kvesić, Roto Lean advisers were an obvious choice: 
“We wanted our team to be trained by trainers who have a 
 thorough understanding of the hardware industry. Of course,  
in the past we had always received training for Roto products. 
But this time, it mainly concerned issues relating to collabora-
tion and making a perfect impression in sales and retail.” The 
feedback from the seminar participants? The businessman 
 reports that the Roto Lean consultation and the sales training 
made the employees highly motivated to return to their work. 

A safe investment in the future with Roto
“As partners, we are now able to have a more relaxed view  
of the future because we know that we are no longer truly 
 essential for successful development.” This is good news in 
Graé’s opinion: “Kovinoplast has excellent opportunities for 
growth. It’s great that Roto has helped ensure that we can 
 continue  exploiting these possibilities in the decades to  
come.”

 |  Good idea. Partners Mladen Brzica (left) and Blago Kvesić (right) study  

the recommendations resulting from the Roto Lean consultation.

 |  Keeping things in balance together:  

Participation is key in Roto sales training.

 |  We are a team! Roto Lean adviser Sándor Tar (front row, first from right) 

visited Kovinoplast in Herzegovina several times.

 |  How do I think about my work and what effect does thinking differently 

have? Roto trainer Kornél Mayer provides food for thought.

 |  Martin Graé 

Business Area Manager  

for the Eastern Adriatic

 &    Information about Roto Lean: 
 
www.roto-frank.com/en/roto-lean

 |  Thomas Reibe, Head of the Development 

and Product Management department 

at Josko Fenster und Türen GmbH

 &    Roto E-Tec Control – the solid basis for  
greater control, security and comfort: 
 
www.roto-frank.com/en/roto-e-tec-control

 |  Electronic window monitors 

from Roto – for security that 

gives you peace of mind

http://www.roto-frank.com/en/roto-lean
http://www.roto-frank.com/en/roto-e-tec-control
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Securing sliding systems mechanically
RC 2 with Roto 

 ■ Sliding The demand for sliding systems is growing worldwide. However, the requirements for glazing, sealing properties and 
burglary protection differ from country to country. Roto has various security components for helping produce RC 2-compatible 
systems, even in the case of high sash weights. 

 &    Security with Roto Patio sliding hardware – 
information about all components:  
 
www.roto-frank.com/en/sliding-windows

Roto Patio Inowa RC 2-compatible in all frame materials
The Roto Patio Inowa range does not bring any joy to thieves 
 either. This is because the intelligent hardware for tightly sealed 
Parallel Retraction Sliding systems boasts circumferential locking 
mechanisms even in the standard version. Additional locking 
points that can be positioned anywhere as required considerably 
further increase the level of sealing and security. The installation  
of active locking points on the mullion makes the sliding system 
compatible with RC 2 – in all frame materials. 

Special security strikers for the intelligent sliding hardware were 
presented at BAU 2019. They are available now. System suppli-
ers who would like to produce tightly sealed sliding systems in 
RC 2 with Roto Patio Inowa are given in-depth advice and are 
supported throughout system testing.

 |  Lockable Roto Line handle for security level RC 2  

on Roto Patio Inowa and Roto Patio Alversa. 

Sliding systems from the Roto Patio product line offer greater protection against 
burglary attempts mainly thanks to the use of four components, which fabricators 
will already be familiar with from the Roto NT / Roto NX and Roto AL Tilt&Turn 
hardware product ranges. These include security mushroom locking cams featur-
ing stable security strikers with multiple screw connections, which are used in 
sliding systems. When closed and fitted around the frame, these hook securely 
into one another, preventing quick jemmying. A lockable handle prevents the  
hardware from being moved from the outside and therefore unlocked. The drilling 
protection, which is invisible from the outside and is installed in the groove,  
prevents the espagnolette from being drilled out. 

Adjustable cams and system-specific strikers
The height and gasket compression of the security mushroom locking cams can 
be adjusted in all the Roto Patio systems listed below. As a result, the operating 
characteristics of a sliding sash can be optimised during on-site installation with  
a larger number of locking points. 

Special security strikers, which are adapted to the special characteristics 
of this sliding hardware, have been developed for the Roto Patio Alversa | PS  
and Roto Patio Inowa systems.

 |  New: special security strikers 

for the mullion in the Roto  

Patio Inowa Parallel Retraction 

Sliding system. Active locking 

points with slide-back safe-

guard make this tightly sealed 

 system RC 2-compatible.

http://www.roto-frank.com/en/sliding-windows
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 |  Lockable Roto Line handle for security level RC 2  

on Roto Patio Alversa and Roto Patio Inowa. 

Electronic components for even greater security
Where there are increased requirements for security, electronic components from the Roto E-Tec 
Control range can additionally be used in the aforementioned Roto sliding systems. The sensors 
of the magnetic locking and opening monitoring system (MVS) are integrated into the striker.  
Like all the other security components mentioned, they remain invisible. The design of the sliding 
system is not spoiled by surface-mounted sensors or visible cables.

 |  Turning the handle 180° upwards will 

lower the top, horizontal gasket along 

the entire sash width by 5 mm, 

 resulting in constant air exchange 

through a gap. The mushroom cams 

securely fixed in the striker still keep 

the sliding system securely locked – 

a clear product advantage for greater 

security, especially in the case of 

 prolonged absences.

Security striker with night ventilation function on  
Roto Patio Alversa | PS
The combination of security components makes it possible  
to produce Parallel Sliding and Tilt&Slide doors with all four 
 versions of Roto Patio Alversa, including in resistance classes 
RC 2N and RC 2. The universal hardware enables sliding systems 
in different Parallel Sliding and Tilt&Slide versions and in various 
resistance classes to be manufactured extremely economically 
on the same production line. 

Security locking cams with adjustable height and gasket  
compression ensure added mechanical protection in this  
system, too. These are supplemented by steel tilt strikers,  
strikers compatible with the system, and lockable handles.  
Roto developed a special security striker with the night  
ventilation function for the Alversa | PS version. 

It is possible to adjust the height and gasket compression 
(±1.2 mm) as well as perform lateral adjustment (±3 mm)  
without any problems.

 |  All four Parallel Sliding and Tilt&Slide versions of Roto Patio Alversa achieve RC 2 thanks  

to an espagnolette featuring up to four security mushroom locking cams. The technology  

is supplemented by locking components positioned all round the frame.

 |  Lockable Roto Line handle for security level RC 2  

on Roto Patio Life.

RC 2 as standard with Roto Patio Life
The Roto Patio Life hardware for large, particularly user-friendly 
timber and timber-aluminium “Lift&Slide doors” up to 400 kg 
has RC 2 security status as standard. This is ensured by the 
 espagnolette, which features up to four mushroom cams, and 
special locking components in the centre part – referred to as 
“centre closers”. 

A highlight of the system is the secured yet concealed night 
ventilation: turning the handle 180° upwards will lower the top, 
horizontal gasket along the entire sash width by 5 mm, result-
ing in constant air exchange through a gap. The mushroom 
cams securely fixed in the striker still keep the sliding system 
securely locked. The result is natural ventilation which cannot 
be seen from the outside with efficient anti-jemmy protection 
at the same time. The Roto Patio Life handle controls gasket 
components as well as locking. A lockable handle and drilling 
protection are fitted.
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Roto Solid C: for premium design and simple installation
The concealed hinge for elegant aluminium main doors

Fix in place with ease thanks 
to the FixClick function
Fix the patented locking wedges 
in the frame hinge and  simply 
mount the door leaf.

Frame hinge

Height adjustment module with 

direct fixing screw: the height is 

adjusted at just one point on the 

lower door hinge.

Sash hinge

Elegant and concealed
Supports inward opening apart-
ment and entrance doors made 
from aluminium – up to 140 kg 
when three hinges are used – and 
blends into the background. 

Practical and convenient 
The opening angle of up  
to max. 110° ensures the 
largest possible space in 
the entrance area.

max. 
110°

Adjustment ranges 
Height: +4 / –2 mm
Side: ±3 mm
Gasket compression: ±1.2 mm

 |  Combination tool, locking wedges 

and anti-jemmy devices:  

The installation set, available as an 

accessory, simplifies the installation 

of even heavy doors. 

 ■ Door An increasing number of builders are opting for large main entrance doors 
with sleek outlines, a robust appearance and a modern look. The Roto Solid C door 
hinge recently presented for the first time at the BAU 2019 trade fair caters to this 
trend. At the same time, it meets the increasingly stringent requirements for a high 
level of burglary protection and durability. This concealed hinge reliably ensures that 
even doors weighing 140 kg are easy to use. In addition, Roto Solid C helps achieve 
burglar inhibiting door equipment in accordance with RC 2.

The new hinge is available in the colours silver and black. Its surface meets the highest require-
ments for corrosion resistance in accordance with Class 5 of DIN EN 1670. The hinge has 
proven its effortless durability even over 400,000 cycles. Thanks to the concealed mechanics, 
a main entrance door equipped with Solid C is extremely easy and convenient to clean. The 
uninterrupted gasket level minimises heat losses. The self-lubricating bush in the new door 
hinge means that no maintenance on the door is required.

Ready for series production
Roto Solid C also abounds with innovations which simplify the production and installation  
of heavy aluminium doors. The sash hinge and frame hinge come packaged separately.  
This  allows sashes and frames to be set up at different workstations. Carrying out work  
on the door hinges is also efficient because the routing for hinge and lock is performed  
with the same tool – and all this even in the smallest possible routing space. On request,  
Roto application engineers will train a door manufacturer’s employees in how to work with 
the system  directly at their workplaces.

Door installation made easy
The FixClick function developed in-house ensures that the sash can be mounted quickly and 
safely. A clearly audible “click” confirms that the sash has fully locked into place. Installation 
is also made simpler when the installation set is used, which can be ordered as an accessory. 
Locking wedges patented by Roto, for instance, fix the hinge supports in position, so that 
they do not move during hinging. The height is adjusted between +4 / –2 mm centrally and 
quickly only at the bottom-most hinge. Because all hinges are easy to access in most profile 
systems, it is possible to adjust the height and gasket compression (±1.2 mm) as well as 
 perform lateral adjustment (±3 mm) at a later stage without any problems. 

 &    Economical, safe, convenient, design-focused –  
all product information about the Roto Solid C  
concealed door hinge:  
 
www.roto-frank.com/en/roto-solid-c

http://ftt.roto-frank.com/en/products/product-view/detail/roto-solid-c/
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Efficiency
 §  FixClick function minimises the work 
required when mounting the sash 

 §  Fast and simple height adjustment 
using a central adjusting screw 

 §  A single routing tool for the hinge 
and lock with the smallest possible 
routing space

 §  Fewer parts required because the 
left and right sides are symmetrical, 
resulting in reduced logistics and ad-
ministrative outlay

 §  Sash hinge and frame hinge are 
packaged separately, reducing the 
installation time

Comfort
 §  Requires no maintenance thanks 
to self-lubricating bush

 §  Easy to clean because the me-
chanics are concealed

 §  An uninterrupted gasket level 
prevents heat loss

Design
 §  Concealed position accentuates 
door design and facade without 
interrupting the line layout

 §  Neutral colours of black and silver 
suit all main door colours

 §  Robust appearance with clear, 
sleek outlines

Security
 §  High installation security thanks to 
the FixClick function with percepti-
ble engagement of the hinges

 §  Long service life tested over 
400,000 opening cycles based on 
DIN EN 1191 

 §  Maximum long-term functional 
performance class certified in ac-
cordance with DIN EN 1935

 §  Corrosion resistance class 5 in ac-
cordance with DIN EN 1670

 §  Can be used in burglar inhibiting 
doors in accordance with RC 2

Efficiency
 §  FixClick function minimises the work 
required when mounting the sash 

 §  Fast and simple height adjustment 
using a central adjusting screw 

 §  A single routing tool for the hinge 
and lock with the smallest possible 
routing space

 §  Fewer parts required because the 
left and right sides are symmetrical, 
resulting in reduced logistics and 
 administrative outlay

 §  Sash hinge and frame hinge are 
packaged separately, reducing the 
installation time

Comfort
 §  Requires no maintenance  
thanks to self-lubricating bush

 §  Easy to clean because the 
 mechanics are concealed

 §  An uninterrupted gasket level 
prevents heat loss

Design
 §  Concealed position accentuates 
door design and facade without 
interrupting the line layout

 §  Neutral colours of black and  
silver suit all main door colours

 §  Robust appearance with clear, 
sleek outlines

Security
 §  High installation security thanks 
to the FixClick function with 
perceptible engagement of the 
hinges

 §  Long service life: 400,000 opening 
cycles based on DIN EN 1191

 §  Maximum long-term functional 
performance class certified in 
 accordance with DIN EN 1935

 §  Corrosion resistance class 5 in 
 accordance with DIN EN 1670

 §  Can be used in burglar inhibiting 
doors in accordance with RC 2
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 ■ Service This year, Roto took on a new role as an 
 all-round problem-solver for professional customers in  
the German-speaking region when it comes to matters  
of  follow-up care for installed windows and doors. Roto  
Frank Professional Service GmbH has been  providing its 
services to window manufacturers since 1st January 2019.  
Dr Christian Faden, company director, provided information 
about the details of this concept and its implementation in 
practice. His motto is “Completely rethinking service”.

Roto Professional Service

Roto supports 
 follow-up care 

Satisfied customers
According to estimates, around 600 million windows and 
doors in Germany are overdue maintenance. Around 90%  
of windows and doors do not meet any RC standard and 
therefore virtually invite burglars in. However, Faden believes 
that the industry is currently hardly or not at all ready to use 
the business opportunities offered by this. 

Expert teams
This is why what matters is finally creating a range, finding, 
further training and retaining qualified service engineers and 
setting up a functioning economic service management sys-
tem. “The Roto concept is based on these pillars. In future, 
our teams will act as a dedicated contact and project partner 
for window and door professionals.” 

Four specialist companies from Germany and Switzerland, 
which have experience in the follow-up care sector, are 
 “already on board”. The aim is to be represented in all of 
 Germany’s metropolitan regions in the medium term with 
 experienced Roto Professional Service partners. “These 
 partners provide maintenance and professional retrofitting 
services on behalf of manufacturers to ensure customer  
satisfaction. This gives Roto’s customers a real advantage 
over their competitors, which no other hardware manufacturer 
in the industry offers.”

At the service of the industry
On request, maintenance, overhaul, repair, modernisation, 
retrofitting and spare parts logistics services can be handled 
for window manufacturers. Direct access to all the available 
specialist knowledge and to Roto’s complete product range 
speeds up processes and handling.

 | “ Completely rethinking service”:  

Dr Christian Faden is the director of  

Roto Frank Professional Service GmbH. 

Internorm counts on Roto Solid C
For high-quality aluminium main doors

 ■ Door Elegant main doors with concealed hardware – Austrian manufacturer Internorm has been implementing this 
concept with models from its AT 400 and AT 410 premium lines for many years. “The focus here is on a large selection 
of innovative variants, a modern design and attention to detail,” explains authorised representative Helmut Freynhofer 
in an interview with Roto Inside. He is head of strategic purchasing at Internorm. 

Freynhofer describes the collaboration as follows: “Of course 
we also have to bear in mind how easy a main door is to pro-
duce in our factory, which we manufacture in large quantities 
for up to 21 countries. It is just as important to us that our  
customers’ fitters also rate Internorm products. This is why we 
 regularly talk to important partners such as Roto about how  
we can improve the product design and ease of installation.”

Discussions with Roto about the Roto Solid C main door  
hinge led to what is, in his view, a particularly good outcome: 
 “Together with Roto, in 2017 we were one step ahead with our 
renowned good idea. This is why we converted our premium 
lines to Solid C, which has resulted in us receiving extremely 
positive feedback from our customers.” 

Save time with FixClick installation
The expert reports that the trend for larger door formats with 
extremely sleek profile views places many demands on a door 
hinge. “This is why we are happy about the reliable load transfer 
up to a sash weight of 140 kg. But what is almost even more 
 important to us are the technical details. Our employees reserve 
special praise for the tool-free FixClick installation, which saves 
a whole production step and also makes our customers’ lives 

 |  Main doors from the AT 400 and AT 410 premium line by Internorm feature the Roto Solid C concealed door hinge. 

 |  Installation instructions in video format at videos.roto-frank.com

 |  Authorised representative  Helmut  

Freynhofer is head of strategic  

purchasing at  Internorm. “Our  

customers gave us extremely  

positive feedback about switching  

over our premium line to Roto Solid C.” 

easier on site. This is a crucial aspect since satisfied customers 
are good salespeople because they are impressed with our  
product quality!” 

In addition, the production time for a main door has also devel-
oped in an objectively quantifiable way since Internorm made 
the switch to Roto Solid C. The production logistics and storage 
have also been simplified. “The door hinges can be installed on 
the left and right, doing away with the need for several storage 
locations. Determining quantities for procurement logistics has, 
of course, also been simplified.”

 |  Follow-up care on behalf of German window manufacturers – 

this is what the Roto brand will represent in future.

http://videos.roto-frank.com
http://videos.roto-frank.com
http://videos.roto-frank.com
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“Production at Metakon is therefore designed 
to be flexible so that we work with different 
systems and can tailor the best package for a 
client without entailing any notable extra time 

or costs. In the case of the Schmoller school, 
we worked directly with Roto and made a 
conscious decision in favour of the Roto AL 
Tilt&Turn hardware system.” Roto AL made it 
possible to produce the extremely large and 
heavy sashes without any hassle, reports 
 Doris Ziemer. “Our staff in production had  
no issues whatsoever when working with the 
Roto system.” According to their feedback, 
the hardware is really easy to use. “The rela-
tively long maintenance intervals that Roto 
 declared to be sufficient for the windows we 
develop reduce our service costs.”

Renovation of the Saarbrücken Schmoller school 

Roto AL and turn restrictor

The new window sashes, which were over two  
metres tall, in the Schmoller school constructed 
in the 1970s were to feature double glazing. This 
guaranteed high sash weights. As part of the 
design process, meetings took place with the 
Lehners und Barbian architecture firm tasked 
with renovating the building and the parties re-
sponsible for protecting listed buildings. “Every 
window type developed for the Schmoller 
school was assessed to determine whether it 
was suitable for use in a listed building,” recalls 
project manager Lothar Behles. “Only then was 
official approval granted for  production and  
installation.” The window draft designs were 
implemented using the Hueck Lambda WS 075 
profile system with rectangular edges and  
hardware from the Roto AL Tilt&Turn hardware 
system. 

First choice: hardware technology from Roto
Turn-Only and Tilt&Turn windows with frame 
dimensions up to 1,680 mm wide, 2,140 mm  
high and sash weights up to 91 kg were pro-

duced and installed. “The requirements for the 
hardware and opening restrictors were written 
out in great technical detail by the architects. 
We appreciate the high functional and material 
quality of the Roto AL system. With Roto AL, 
we are on the safe side because this hardware 
is capable of bearing sash weights up to 
130 kg.” 

Around 50 of the windows produced for  
the Schmoller school were fitted with a turn 
 restrictor from the Roto FS Kempton product 
range. It limits the opening width of the sashes 
to 263 mm at most, thereby ensuring that, 
when open, they only project into the room  
as far as the edge of window sill. 

 ■ Aluminium Metakon-Metallbau GmbH produced more than 300 aluminium windows for renovating the Schmoller school  
in  Saarbrücken. The particular challenge was that the building was listed. Metakon had to construct windows with very sleek 
profiles, which were still able to incorporate hardware for high sash weights and turn restrictors. Metakon found the perfect 
solution at Roto.

 |  Roto turn restrictors from the Tilt&Turn range ensure 

safety for pupils and teachers. 

 |  More than two metres tall and double-glazed: given the high sash weights, Metakon opted to use  

Roto AL hardware. 

 |  A school with a new look: the social care education 

centre (SBBZ) at the Schmoller school in Saarbrücken 

Metakon, Germany

Rewarding: collaboration with Roto
 ■ “Since I founded this company in 1988, 

it has always been important for me to 
respond flexibility to the requirements  
of individual projects and customers,” 
explains Doris Ziemer, who has been 
working in the window industry since 
the end of the 1970s and celebrated the 
company’s 30th anniversary with her 
employees in 2018. 

 |  Doris Ziemer,  

founder of Metakon 

Metallbau GmbH

Highly recommended: direct contact 
with Roto
The team Metakon spoke positively of the  
dedication shown by the Roto Aluvision sales 
team, which impressed at BAU 2017 and also 
when providing on-site support. “We received 
professional advice in Munich. The direct com-
munication worked well. We didn’t regret mu-
tually choosing to work with Roto shortly after 
the trade fair. The design engineers responsible 
for renovating the Schmoller school are really 
pleased with the windows that were supplied.” 
The businesswoman’s assessment of the suppli-
er was also positive: “Communicating with Roto 

is rewarding. In my opinion, it makes sense for 
a window manufacturer to directly  communicate 
not only with profile and glass  suppliers, but 
with the specialist from the  hardware side, too.”
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Real win-win situation
Since sliding systems are generally very popular in Portugal, 
Caixiave’s own customer group was very receptive to this 
product. “Around 20% of the windows and balcony doors we 
sell are sliding systems. When we told our customers about 
the product advantages offered by a Smart-Slide system with 
Roto Patio Inowa, they showed a lot of interest straight away. 
This product fundamentally offers a real win-win situation:  
we benefit from the fact that the system can be produced  
extremely efficiently, while our customers enjoy the benefits  
of a tightly sealed system. This is a valuable asset in windy  
and rainy regions, as well as in noisy major towns and cities.” 

Fast installation
In the construction of rental housing, buyers of the system 
also appreciate the minimal risk of operating errors thanks to 
the intuitive operation. “This saves service assignments and 
therefore money.” The system shows its strengths during 
 installation: thanks to a completely weldable frame, only one 

 ■ PVC The Portuguese company Caixiave was one of the first window manufacturers in Europe to begin producing 
tightly sealed Smart-Slide sliding windows and doors of the system provider Aluplast in autumn 2018. Managing part-
ner  Carlos Sá found a convincing argument in favour of this changeover on the list of components: “The hardware 
used in the system is Roto Patio Inowa, and Roto is a brand that we trust as much as our system provider. From our 
point of view, this makes the Smart-Slide concept the result of cooperation between the manufacturers Aluplast and 
Roto, meaning that it is twice as trustworthy.”

Caixiave, Portugal

moving sash has to be prefabricated. The fixed section can be 
glazed on site in the frame itself using a glazing bead. “This is 
welcomed by our fitters and makes production and transport 
particularly efficient.” Sales of Caixiave’s Smart-Slide sliding 
doors have already proved to be excellent in Portugal and 
Spain – and not just for new buildings. 

Familiar systems with contemporary quality
Simple Inline sliding systems used to be fitted in many old 
buildings which require renovation. Smart-Slide systems by 
Caixiave are viewed as a contemporary alternative and are 
 frequently used in renovations. “It is almost the modern 
 version of the Inline sliding system, which has always been 
popular on the Iberian peninsula. And it is affordable.” End 
customers in Portugal and Spain are very price-sensitive and, 
unfortunately, their requirements for thermal insulation are 
still minimal,  especially in the case of renovations. “We there-
fore have to continue to very convincingly convey exactly why 
it makes sense to choose a tightly sealed sliding system.“ 

Convenience, even with high weights
The good news from businessman Sá’s point of view is: “If the 
customer follows our recommendation to use highly insulated 
glass, this doesn’t have any negative effects for us or end cus-
tomers. A high level of convenience is still guaranteed because 
the smooth-running rollers in the Roto Patio Inowa easily move 
even sashes weighing up to 200 kg.” This means there’s no 
reason to regret being one of the pioneers to make the early 
switch to the new sliding system? “No, absolutely not,” confirms 
Sá. “We put our trust in Aluplast and Roto and were not 
disappointed.”

Cost-effective sliding system  
for the renovation market

 |  “We prefer partners like Roto, who are 

multinational but make collaborating 

with us simple,” explains Carlos Sá.  

He founded Caixiave in 1994 together 

with his brother Luís. The company 

 currently has around 290 employees.

 |  Portuguese window manufacturer Caixiave is aiming to achieve a turnover of around €18 million 

in 2019. The modern production facility is based in Ribeirão in the north of Portugal.

 |  20% of the windows and balcony doors produced by Caixiave are sliding systems.


